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Feeling this devastating power, the Sword Saint, Mochizuki River and other people
below were all bewildered.

Even the elders of the Chu family, on their old faces, also gave birth to a look of
astonishment.

“Ice….Ice…Ice Fire Xuanlong Jue?”

“What kind of martial arts is this?”

“Can it stir the vision of heaven and earth and cause thunder in Nine Heavens?”

countless people cried out in shock.

Old Chu Shen, a big clan of the Chu family, has a pair of old eyes that are even more
staring.

In the end, Chu Shen seemed to realize something, his expression changed, and he
shouted in panic: “No, this is really a title-level combined attack formation!”

“The old man once said that the title-level combined attack technique can provoke the
difference between the world and the earth. Like.”

“Yes, this must be it!”

“Quickly, go back!”

“Quickly let my Chu family’s inner guard back down!”

“Quickly~”

After realizing this, Chu Shen was extremely frightened. Shocked in cold sweats.

His veins were violent, his eyes were cracked, and he yelled in surprise.

And, immediately ordered the Chu family’s internal guards to avoid danger urgently.



But, Gaia and the others, will they let them go?

The answer is undoubtedly no!

With the emergence of the giant dragon, the four powerful dragon gods in the Dragon
Temple, controlled the giant dragon phantom with their minds and Qi Qi, and slammed
toward the Yunyang Immortal of the Chu Family.

boom!

That loud noise.

It was like a thunder exploded, shaking the ancients!

In this way, the two attacks were deadlocked for only a few seconds.

Squeaky ~

like the sound of something cracking.

In the next moment, the Chu family watched, the Yunyang Immortal array, which they
had never disadvantaged before, was torn apart in front of them!

“What?”

“This… how is this possible?”

The scene before him completely shocked everyone.

They thought that even if the Yunyang Immortal of the Chu family was defeated by the
Ice Fire Xuanlong Jue.

But the Chu family’s supreme formation was defeat, and it should be defeated after a
long stalemate.

But who would have thought that it would have been so cleanly defeated?

It’s totally crushed!

Moreover, after destroying the Chu family’s combined attack formation, the Ice and Fire
Profound Dragon Secret Art remained unabated.

With the force of sweeping the world, the 36 powerful inner guards of the Chu family in
front of them fell fiercely!

“No!”



“Asshole~”

“Stop it!”

When Chu Shen waited for the Chu family to see this scene, his eyes were red.

The whole person is almost lustful.

They kept yelling, trying to stop it all.

You know, Yunyang Immortal Phase Formation is a powerful formation that can kill
titles.

As for the Ice Fire Xuanlong Jue, since it can defeat the Yunyang Xianxiang formation, it
undoubtedly means that its power is still above the Chu family’s formation.

This powerful attack is to kill the title, and I am afraid it is more than enough.

What’s more, among the inner guards of the Chu family, no one is titled.

What does this mean?

This undoubtedly means that once hit by this attack, the consequences will be
unimaginable.

However, Gaia and the others would care about the madness of the Chu family.

The offensive in his hands is unabated, and there is no pity on his face.

In the end, the Ice and Fire Profound Dragon Technique fell mercilessly.

“No~”

“Help me!”

“I don’t want to die~”

…

Desperate!

fear!

At the last moment before dying, the thirty-six inner guards of the Chu family cried and
screamed in despair.

But immediately afterwards, he was swallowed by the overwhelming storm.



Rumble ~

Tianhe shuddered, and the earth cracked.

The entire Chumen Mountain was trembling violently.

The mixing round here lasted for several minutes.

Until the power dissipated, everything fell into silence.

When everyone looked forward, there was only a ravine in the place where Chumen’s
inner guard was.

Remnants, broken arms, scattered all over the floor.

The blood all over the ground dyes the bluestone earth red.

Half of the Chu family was razed to the ground under this power!

So far, one of the strongest guards of the Chu family, the 36 strong internal guards, have
all been wiped out!

Of course, not only them, but also a large number of descendants of the Chu family
during the encounter just now, who suffered tragically and fell together under the ice and
fire profound dragon!

Dead silence, long silence.

Countless Chu family members were full of despair, their bodies trembling, lying on the
ground.

Chapter 3341

“Why… how is this… so strong?”

“This… how is this possible?”

Chu Shen was completely stunned.

A pair of eyeballs almost burst out of the eye sockets.

He never dreamed that his Chu family’s strongest formation would be defeated.

That Chu Tianfan, relying on the power of his followers, frustrated the Chu family’s
guardian formation.



“No~”

“It’s impossible!”

“It’s absolutely impossible!” “

How could my Chu family guardian array be defeated?”

Chu Qitian lay on the ground, shouting hysterically.

He couldn’t believe that Mark only used a few mobs to smooth out the powerful
formation of the Chu family.

Thirty-six internal guards of the Chu family were killed by his regiment.

As far as I can see, there is only blood soaked, and ravines are vertical and horizontal.

Nearly thirty martial arts masters, all of them died in an instant!

The number of martial arts masters who died in the Chu family in the past 100 years has
not been as many as today.

It can be said that Mark’s battle today directly killed the Chu Family for half their lives.

“You bastard, bastard!”

“How dare you

commit such a cruel hand?” “Kill me the 36 strong inner guards of the Chu family?”

“You should be dead!”

After the tremor, Chu Shen was angry. Scolded.

In my heart, blood is dripping even more.

You know, how many years and hard work it took for the Chu family to cultivate these
Chu family inner guards.

For martial arts masters like this, they can’t be piled up by resources alone, they also
need time and talent.

But now, the powerful people cultivated by the Chu family almost instantly were killed by
Mark’s men in an instant. It is

conceivable that the Chu family should have anger in their hearts?



However, Mark smiled in the face of the Chu family’s angry scolding.

“You still have the heart to care about others?”

“Let’s worry about yourself.”

Mark’s cold laugh, like a devil’s low roar, instantly made everyone in the Chu family
shiver.

Chu Shen’s old face was even more pale, and his eyes stared into the size of a copper
bell.

“You…what are you going to do?”

“Are you going to kill all of our Chu Family

?” “

Chu Tianfan, do you dare?” Chu Shen roared, his sharp words filled with fear.

Until now, Chu Shen realized what kind of crisis their Chu family was in now.

Chu Zhengliang had already been defeated and seriously injured, and was unable to
fight again.

The Chu family’s guardian formation had also been broken.

It can be said that the Chu Family’s hole cards are almost exhausted.

If you face Mark again, there is almost no way to resist.

Mark ignored them, but turned to look at Gaia and others.

The four powerful dragon gods, after performing the Ice Fire Profound Dragon Jue, were
already exhausted.

Coupled with the previous injuries, after Gaia and the others landed, their faces paled at
a speed visible to the naked eye.

Moreover, the corners of the mouths of people like Owen, more blood spilled.

Obviously, the fighting has continued until now, and these dragon gods have reached
their limit.

Especially the display of the Ice Fire Profound Dragon Jue almost drew out all of their
strength.



Now that he can stand, he is almost reluctant to stand.

“I’m sorry, Dragon Lord.”

“We can only help you here.”

Gaia’s four pale faces, weakly facing Mark with guilt.

Mark smiled and said, “It’s already very good to be able to do this.”

“You have to rest first and regain your strength.”

“Ice and Fire Profound Dragon Battle is after all a title-level combined attack formation,
powerful, let you It’s really hard for you to show up with four people.”

“If you can support it, you are already great.”

“The rest, you don’t have to participate, just leave it to me.”

Mark softly calmed Gaia and the others. , Let them recuperate and regain their strength.

“But the dragon owner consumes a lot of money, we are really worried…”

Gaia worried.
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